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Pensée et expression plurilingues en Europe.

Quelle manière d’être aux langues ? 

Plurilingual thinking and expression in Europe.

Which way of being with languages?



Implementation of the Council of Europe language policy

What is the link between nursery schools and the unity of a political people?

The  central question: intimacy of the subject and language acquisition 

• Michel Leiris: "the flayed word”, a childhood memory (Leiris: 1948)
The exteriority of language imposes itself on the intimacy of the subject.
Experience of dispossession that the child has when the adult intervenes.
The value of speech of a language is measured with the intersubjectivity of the us. Speech is singular, language universal.

• Lacan’s neologism "Lalangue" in its relationship to the world (Lacan: 1967 & 1975)

=> fusion of the signifiers “langue” (language/tongue) and “la” (the).
“lalangue” is not a language. Whereas “lalangue” speaks a certain music (harmony?) of love, it remains untamed by the frame of language that
speaks otherwise through its laws: rules, limits, and thus castration. “lalangue” should be interpreted as an unidentified voice object in
psychoanalysis.
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• "French-German Quality Charter for bilingual day-care »
50th anniversary of the Elysée Treaty (2013)
Let us question this presupposition: why go through childhood? The political objective (European
educational area, European unity) may still seem very distant; for children even more so. Is Europe
not something external to children, something that does not exist, in terms of their experience,
their subjective consciousness? How does this exteriority impose itself on the intimacy of the
subject? Our purpose: plurilingualism and early language learning, these notions of intimacy and
exteriority require a connection with the fields of language, speech and language.



The psychoanalytical perspective is necessarily coupled with a phenomenological one.

Merleau-Ponty: Phenomenology of perception (1945) & Signes (1960)
• How does the child pass from consciousness to language? 

"Thought is nothing internal. It does not exist outside the world and outside words. What deceives us on this, what makes us believe in a
thought that would exist for itself before expression, are the thoughts already constituted and already expressed that we can silently recall to
ourselves and by which we give ourselves the illusion of an interior life [...]“

Thought and expression are constituted simultaneously

"Speech is a real gesture, it contains its meaning as the gesture contains its own. This is what makes communication possible. In order to
understand the words of others, it is obviously necessary that their vocabulary and syntax be "already known" to me. But this does not mean
that words act on me by giving rise to 'representations' associated with them, the assembly of which would end up reproducing in me the
original 'representation' of the speaker. I do not communicate primarily with "representations" or with a thought, but with a speaking subject,
with a certain style of being and with the "world" that it aims at.” (Merleau-Ponty: 1945, 213-214).

The speaker does not think before he speaks, nor even while he speaks.
His speech is his thought. The meaning devours the signs.
Speech never refers to a pure thought without words.

"Much more than a means, language is something like a being, that is why it can so well make someone present to us. [...] Our thought drags
in language [...] it crosses it as the gesture passes its points of passage [...] The word is a perfection without model, it is the thought."
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In the acquisition of language another question arises: the symbolic relationship to the object.

• S. Freud highlighted this aspect in the fort-da. (Essais de psychanalyse: 1971)

Clinical case of Sonja: autism or attrition in the adopted language?

S. Freud had highlighted how, in place of the mother's absence, the child substitutes the opposition of signifiers (the fort-da couple). The very

young child articulates these phonemes and the presence of these signifiers allows him to master (symbolically) the absence, to play with it

and thus to relieve his anguish. He re-establishes his symbolic relationship with the object that is no longer there; the phonemes will make the

link now.

"Sonia's mutism was commensurate with the violence of her immersion in a language distinct from her mother tongue. The parents,
whatever the quality of their reception, were structurally in a place where they ordered the exclusion of the mother tongue and the exclusion of
what this little girl had been able to sketch as a symbolic relationship in her relationship to the object. Any demand for learning reinforced her
refusal and her mutism. The deprivation of the recourse to her mother tongue left her without instruments in her relation to the object, from
where the marks of psychic disorganizations which had given rise to the initial worries.“

This psychoanalytical case study supports our empirical observations in the “french-german daycare".
In one case study, we had a child who ideally ill
This child experienced a decentring of himself (Piaget), that allowed him to regain contact with the intimacy of his family language, "lalangue".
ustrates the fear of attrition (total loss of the family language).
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Lacan considers language as parlêtre = "being". What does this neologism mean?

Parlêtre designates the fact of being human, as a creature whose existence passes through speech. Lacan

made a rereading of Freud; language, and thus the unconscious, is no longer considered as an object of

communication but as jouissance. The parlêtre is the Lacanian unconscious, in so far as it is jouissance.

If we consider interaction from a pragmatic perspective, speech is always addressed. It always brings

intersubjectivity into play. For E. Benveniste (1966), we never reach humans separated from language. To

speak about instrument for the language, would be to put in opposition human and nature. The language is

not a production of humans, like a pickaxe or a wheel. It is not secondary, but constitutive of humans. Hence the

primacy of language. This idea clashes with the classical conception of a hypothetical genesis of language: a gift

from the God Thoth among the Egyptians, among Christians God would have given language to Adam (Adamic

language): the Creator presents the animals of the Creation to Adam, and asks him to find a name for them. The

naming is then done in the performative mode, with Adam "baptizing" the creatures. Like Benveniste, we

consider that the idea of a state of nature where humans would live separated from language is an undue

abstraction, a pure fiction. A human is always already speaking to another human. Language is in the

human nature.
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1. Shouldn't allophone children first focus on learning their language of schooling before coming into contact with another 
European language (German/French)? 
2. Between minimal thresholds of competence and developmental interdependence, aren't they overwhelmed by the 
acquisition of a 3rd or 4th language? 
3. Doesn't multilingualism have a negative influence on linguistic, cognitive and social development?

It is important to distinguish between 
- family language (L1 or L2), 
- language of instruction and schooling (L1 or L2), 
- academic language of learning (register of L1 or L2) 
- and foreign language.

This relevant question, in fact, concerns access to the language of instruction and schooling (L1 or L2), often assimilated to the academic
language of learning (L1 or L2 register).

There is concern that children do not have adequate means of communication, but this is not only due to a deficit in L2 German, but rather
to the fact that the whole educational canon, including general language skills, is deficient.

If allophone or plurilingual children with immigrant backgrounds are to develop substantial linguistic skills in education, they must acquire
the conversational habitus that should give them access not only to the language of instruction & schooling, but also to the academic
language of learning. Trying to make them monolingual by confining them to the language of schooling will not be enough.
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Plurilingualism, revealing “the fantasy of origin” (Sciara: 2015)

"The major challenge is to account for the polyglot character of the unconscious: it is made up of several languages. Plurilingualism is not just a
matter for children who have to deal with several languages. It concerns every human subject. This does not mean that we should not be
interested in those cases that we encounter more and more often in our clinic, those children from different languages and cultures, who are
immersed in a heterogeneous linguistic universe, as well as in a particular family and social environment, especially if it is marked by social
misery. These children have to deal, perhaps more than others, with the multiple that questions and works on the One on which they have to
constitute themselves as subjects. This is paid for by a symptom, among others a delay in language, a delay in speech, a learning problem, but
also sometimes a verbal inhibition, some of which are elective, such as these cases of extra-familial mutism, in children whose parents handle
one or more foreign languages, and who are confronted with the Unheimlich of the French language at school.“ (Sciara: 2015)

Linguistic transversality and internal plurilingualism
Languages are not closed systems.
Early learning of a foreign language is not an additive sequence of languages (L1 + L2 + + L3 + Ln...). 
It is a mobilisation of potentials which allows the transfer of knowledge and (meta-)linguistic skills. 
Our methodological approach turns its back on a 'compartmentalizing' vision of competences, language by language.

From unity to plurality: existing as a subject for the other
If we consider with E. Benveniste that the singular word is primary, "nihil est in lingua quod non prius fuerit in oratione" [Nothing is in 
language that was not first in speech], the word evokes, addresses itself, calls another voice (vox), a voice that responds. The word is waiting 
for a response. It is in the dimension of intersubjectivity. 

We speak to exist as a subject for the other 
"What I seek in speech is the response of the other. What constitutes me as a subject is my question“ (Lacan: 1967 & 1975)
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Europe, an act of collective imagination for very young children?

For the philosopher Philippe Mengue, 'the (european) people is absent, because it is unable to fabricate and assume its own

particularities and, in a positive way, its own history'. Peoples do not exist like things, they reflect and represent themselves, thanks to

the characteristic of human language, which lies in its power to represent. Taking up Paul Ricoeur's concept, he considers that identity is

above all ipseity. It is "that of a subject who reflects himself, when he says myself".

"Identity is inseparable from a narrative. It is anchored in an act of discourse, of narrative, of storytelling, through which peoples tell 

their stories. Through this, they forge, create and invent a distinct identity, more or less imaginary in relation to the facts of history and 

sociology. This narrative gives a people the image of what it is or believes it is. There is no people without a narrative, without a myth. 

We would therefore say that the people is inseparable from a fabulation, from an act of fabulation [...]. However delirious and 

historically fabulous this act of collective fabulation may be, it is necessary. But the great tragedy of the European peoples is that they 

are forbidden to fabricate. The only authorised identity is based on loyalty to democratic and constitutional legal principles. How can 

Europe be born under these conditions? (Mengue: 2005)
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What could bind Europeans together today to make them a political people? And how can this
work in a post-migration context? This design raises a number of new questions:

1/ Does the political exterior have a status similar to that of language learning, as a dimension
external to the ego? Does this mean that, for the child, learning about Europe and a foreign language is a
process equivalent to that of language acquisition? Yes, no doubt: uprooting from the mother, from the
mother tongue, to attachment to the father, to the new united homeland that would be Europe, etc.
But what is the value of these equivalences made between heterogeneous levels?

3/ A central question is that of the mother tongue (of origin or of identification) in its relationship
to other languages. Should it remain the main language? Is it in the mother tongue that fabulation takes
place? Or can it be born in a common language adopted?
A Nation, a People, is therefore a soul, not a convergence of interests. As a spirit, a nation is made
as much of memory as of will, of memories of things done together, as of pact, of contract, of actual
consent. A transversal language of communication, English, lingua franca, as long as it remains a simple
tool, cannot fulfil this role of collective fabrication. On the other hand, if French or German are taught as
part of the 'speaking' practised in Franco-German kindergartens, children are structured in a 'way of being
with languages'.

3/ Finally, what objective could educational policies aim at? Which telos? Are we not going too fast when
we make the equation Nation = Language? To make a Nation, you need more than a language. What
is a Nation? Isn't Ernest Renan's answer still relevant?

E. Renan, Conférence en Sorbonne « Qu’est-ce qu’une Nation ? » (1882)
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E. Renan “What is a nation?” (1882)
"A nation is a soul, a spiritual principle. This soul, this spiritual principle, is made up of two things which are really one. One is
in the past, the other in the present. One is the common possession of a rich legacy of memory; the other is the present
consent, the desire to live together, the will to continue to make use of the inheritance that one has received undivided.

Making children aware of the arbitrariness of the sign, stimulating their meta-linguistic awareness, structuring their search
for the symbolic relationship to the object, between singularity and universality, emancipating them from the illusion that
there would only be salvation in "the perfect language", the single language of monolingualism. This is all very
commendable. But it is above all urgent that children become protagonists of a European narrative, a narrative ipsity re-
anchored in space (topos) and time (chronos - kairos - aion).

L. van Middelaar “Europe's Geopolitical Awakening, Great Power Narratives “, 4th conference College de France
"In this way, the narrative, that ancestral and masterful form that allows us to link past, present and future [...] in a time that
makes sense [...]. Twenty-five centuries separate the construction of the Parthenon in Athens and the adoption of the Law of
the Twelve Tables in the Roman Republic from our open era. For us, French, Dutch, Germans, Italians and other Europeans,
this is the material from which to forge an imagination and a narrative that will enable us to move forward with confidence,
on our piece of Eurasia, among our friends, our neighbours, our rivals, in the great theatre of history.” (2022)

« le récit, cette ancestrale et magistrale forme qui permet de lier passé, présent et avenir […] dans un temps qui fait sens […]. Vingt-cinq siècles séparent la
construction du Parthénon à Athènes et l’adoption de la loi des Douze Tables dans la République romaine de notre époque ouverte. Il y a là, pour nous,
Français, Hollandais, Allemands, Italiens et autres Européens, la matière dans laquelle forger un imaginaire et porter un récit qui nous permettra d’avancer
avec confiance, sur notre bout d’Eurasie, entre nos amis, nos voisins, nos rivaux, dans le grand théâtre de l’Histoire»


